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Abstract
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First, simple methods are designed for cautious control only
using statistics, and robust control only using bounds of
process parameters and disturbances. Then, on the basis of
these results, two new performance measures are introduced
which use statistics as well as bounds, and combine the
qualities of cautious and robust control. Of these controllers,
specially the conditionally robust cautious one is shown to
outperform cautious as well as robust control.
1 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Motivation
Robust controllers [1], [2] can guarantee a minimal
performance of the controlled system for the worst case
process model in the model set. This implies that in the
design of the controller large concessions are made with
respect to the performance of the control for the most
probable process model.
A control design method which takes into account the
process model distribution is cautious control [3]. By its use
only statistics of the performance of the controlled system
can be guaranteed. Then large process uncertainties will
result in very cautious control and may for specific
controllers result in a non-zero probability of a relatively bad
performance.
Often process model bounds as well as statistics are
lcnown. Then both can be used in the design of a controller
which combines the advantages of cautious and robust
control. This paper shows that of possible combinations, an
attractive one is the Conditionally Robust Cautious (CRC)
controller, which performs well for probable process models
and guarantees a maximum cost for the most pessimistic
process model.
Because the paper is intended just to indicate the benefits
of such an approach, ad-hoc rather than systematic design
methods are used.
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1.2 Process uncertainty
Here it is assumed that the structure of the process to be
controlled and consequently of the controller are known, but
that the exact values of the parameters and of the
disturbances affecting the process are unknown. Usually,
hard bounds on the values of the parameters as well as the
probability density function between these bounds are
known from a-priori knowledge or process identification.
The resulting density functions will be referred to as
parameter and disturbance bounded. Such models [4] can
be used in the design of the controller.
1.3 Running example
Although implications for more complicated problems
are mentioned in the sequel, for clarity and brevity the
methods are illustrated for the simplest multi-parameter
discrete-time process which can become unstable by simple
feedback, that is a first-order ARX model
y(k + 1) = ay(k) ± bu(k) + e(k + 1)
where y(k) denotes the discrete-time process output, u(k) the
control signal, and e(k) ~ [6,—d] an uncorrelated uniformly
distributed noise sequence with known bound 6=0.1, SO
mean and variance equal jUe = 0 and o~ = 1/300
respectively. The parameters a and b have a joint
distribution p~,(a,b) = pa(a)pb(b) for simplicity containing
aE[amin,am~],
Pa (a) = am~ — amjn (2)
0, a ~ [amin ,am~],
and to allow instability, pb(b) is chosen according to figure
pt
I 1p2
A similar version of this paper will appear in an upcoming issue of the
IEEE Transactions of Automatic Control, under the title Conditionally
robust cautious control’ by the same authors. (c) 1995 IEEE.
b
Figure 1: Probability density function Pb (b) with
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First, simple methods are designed for cautious control only
using statistics, and robust control only using bounds of
process parameters and disturbances. Then, on the basis of
these results, two new performance measures are introduced
which use statistics as well as bounds, and combine the
qualities of cautious and robust control. Of these controllers,
specially the conditionally robust cautious one is shown to
outperform cautious as well as robust control.
1 INTRODUCTION
Li Motivation
Robust controllers [1], [2] can guarantee a minimal
performance of the controlled system for the worst case
process model in the model set. This implies that in the
design of the controller large concessions are made with
respect to the performance of the control for the most
probable process model.
A control design method which takes into account the
process model distribution is cautious control [3]. By its use
only statistics of the performance of the controlled system
can be guaranteed. Then large process uncertainties will
result in very cautious control and may for specific
controllers result in a non-zero probability of a relatively bad
performance.
Often process model bounds as well as statistics are
known. Then both can be used in the design of a controller
which combines the advantages of cautious and robust
control. This paper shows that of possible combinations, an
attractive one is the Conditionally Robust Cautious (CRC)
controller, which performs well for probable process models
and guarantees a maximum cost for the most pessimistic
process model.
Because the paper is intended just to indicate the benefits
of such an approach, ad-hoc rather than systematic design
methods are used.
* A similar version of this paper will appear in an upcoming issue of the
IEEE Transactions of Automatic Control, under the title “Conditionally
robust cautious control” by the same authors. Cc) 1995 IEEE.
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1.2 Process uncertainty
Here it is assumed that the structure of the process to be
controlled and consequently of the controller are known, but
that the exact values of the parameters and of the
disturbances affecting the process are unknown. Usually,
hard bounds on the values of the parameters as well as the
probability density function between these bounds are
known from a-priori knowledge or process identification.
The resulting density functions will be referred to as
parameter and disturbance bounded. Such models [4] can
be used in the design of the controller.
1.3 Running example
Although implications for more complicated problems
are mentioned in the sequel, for clarity and brevity the
methods are illustrated for the simplest multi-parameter
discrete-time process which can become unstable by simple
feedback, that is a first-order ARK model
y(k +1)=ay(k)+bu(k)+e(k+l)
where y(k) denotes the discrete-time process output, u(k) the
control signal, and e(k) e [6, —6] an uncorrelated uniformly
distributed noise sequence with known bound 6 = 0.1, SO
mean and variance equal 4Ue = 0 and u~ 1/300
respectively. The parameters a and b have a joint
distribution p~,(a,b) = pa(a)pb(b) for simplicity containing
Pa(a)={amaxamin’ ae[~n,am~],
0, a~[a~,am~j,
Figure 1: Probability density function Pb (b) with
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2 SIMPLE NEW CAUTIOUS CONTROL
Similar to [5], parameter set p is defined as
Because the exact values of process parameters a and bp =[a~~, am~]x[bmin, bm~,j (3) are unknown, cost functional (9) cannot be expressed as a
= [0.76, 0.92] x [1, 7]. computable function of controller parameters x FF and XFB~
For simplicity, process (1) is controlled by a linear Therefore in cautious control, performance measure (8) is
controller replaced by its mean value with respect to a and b, yielding
One-Step-Ahead cautious cost
u(k) = XFFr(k)—XFBy(k), (4)
~ E{4}where r(k) denotes a reference signal, and where XFF and a,b
XFB denote feedforward and feedback constants = E {[r(k + 1)— ay(k) — bu(k) — e(k + 1)]2 ~ (10)
respectively. By the use of the backward-shift operator q~, a,b,e
the closed loop system composed of process (1) and in which process (1) has been substituted. After process
controller (4) can be described by output y(k) has been measured, it is deterministic. Also,
y(k)= H~(q~)r(k)+H~(q_l)e(k), parameters a and b are uncorrelated with e(k+l). Then by
the use of the mean ~,ie =0 and variance u~ of the noise,
where cautious cost (10) can be written as
r~ (k + 1)— 2E{a}r(k + 1)y(k) — 2E{b}r(k + l)u(k)
+E{a2 }~2 (k) + 2E{ab}y(k)u(k)
+Efb2}u2(k)+cr~. (11)
(6) The One-Step-Ahead cautious controller minimizing this
Hence, the closed loop system is stable if the closed loop cost follows from
pole
~ u(k)X~Fcr(k+1)—X~BCy(k) (12)(7) ôu(k)
is inside the unit disk. As the bounds on parameters a and b according to control law (4) with cautious feedforward and
are known and both parameters are known to be positive, the feedback constants
closed loop system can be guaranteed to be stable for all
(a,b) e ~ if the feedback constant XFB is an element of the X1FF,C — E{b} /-~b
set of stable feedback parameters X~ defined by — E{b2} ~ +a2’
(13)
— E{ab} — ,Ua~Ub ~ Pal,x~ ={XFB E RIIa—bxFBI~1A(a,b)ep} X~FB,C — E{b2} — ~ +o~~
=K~ —1 arnjn +i\ —f~,!\ (8)bm~ ‘ ~ ) \ 4/ where ~a 0.84, ~b 1.51 denote the mean of parameters
a and b, p~, = 0 their covariance, u~ 0.94 the variance ofIf the output should track a reference signal r(k) in the
presence of the noise e(k), the performance can be expressed parameter b, and hence X1FF,C 0.47 and XFB,C 0.39.
by the One-Step-Ahead Variance Equation (13) shows that when the uncertainty in parameter
= E{(r(k + 1)— y(k + 1))21y(k)}, b is large, represented by a large variance o~, the controller
parameters X1FF,C and X1FB,C are small, hence the name
in which the measured process output y(k) is used. To limit cautious control. A One-Step-Ahead cautious controller for
the control signal u(k), performance measure (9) could be higher order ARMAX processes with more than two
extended with a weighted control variance. uncertain parameters for arbitrary reference signal r(k) is
simple to obtain.
1.4 Scope Because feedback constant Z1FB,C (13) is not an element
Because no derivation of a cautious controller of of the set ~ defined by (8), the cautiously controlled
structure (4) was known for process (1) with two stochastic process cannot be guaranteed to be stable for all (a,b)e go.
parameters, it is described in section 2. For the same reason, Instability does not oOcur if the cautious controller is derived
in section 3 a simple new robust controller is discussed. This from a cautious cost which is infinite on the bounds of the
allows their combination in section 4. set X~. This implies that the control horizon of the cautious
cost must be infinite, which can be achieved by replacing
(2)
and to allow instability, pb(b) is chosen according to figure
pt
1 1p2
b b~
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a,b,e
= E {R2}_2 E {RY}+ E {y2}
a,b,e a.b,e a,b,e
where
max
ae[arnjn ,arn~],
be[bmin ,brn~j
cia—bXFB, c2=2( ~FF ~
l—a+~FB
It follows from a plot of (22) as a function
feedback constant that its optimum equals
One-Step-ahead Variance (9) by the unconditional or infinite
horizon variance which for a stable closed loop system can
be written as
= E{E{(r(k)_y(k))2}}
a,b e
= E {(r(k)_Hr(q_1)r(k)_H~(q_1) 2~
a,b,e e(k)) ~ (14)
= E {R2_2RY÷Y2}
minimization of cost (16) may impede the use of this type of
cautious control in situations where the design has to be fast,
like in adaptive control. Therefore in section 4.4 the One-
Step-Ahead cautious cost (10) is used with extra percautions.
3 SIMPLE NEW ROBUST CONTROL
Modern robust controllers [1], [2] are more complex than
needed for this purpose. Therefore a simple new robust
controller was derived. In contrast to the stochastic process
uncertainty model in cautious control, for robust control
where . design the uncertainty is modelled as parametric, structured
and deterministic [1]. As also here the exact values of
R — — H ( — 1))rk~ ~11_ ~FF~ parameters a and b are unl~own, the cost functional J~q ~ 1—(a_ FB)q~) ~ ~‘ according to (9) cannot be express d as a function of
e(k) controller parameters XFF and XFB• In robust control, One-
— —1 (15) Step-Ahead variance (9) is replaced by a worst case cost
~a ~FB)~ over the uncertain parameters and over the disturbance. For
Because the mean of the noise equals E{e(k)} = jUe = 0, the comparison with cautious control, an infinite horizon robust
cost similar to infinite horizon cautious cost (14) ismathematical expectation of the cross term RY is zero, For
considered:simplicity the reference signal is taken r(k) = 1 Vk. Then
cautious cost (14) can be written as = max {(r(k)_y(k))2}. (19)
/ 2 (a,b)Ep,e(k)E[—O,c31
= E{R~}+ E{y2} E bXFFq Similar to a proof in [6] it can be shown [7] that to
a,b a,b a,b 1— (a — &XFB )q~) determine the values (a, b) e p and e(k) E [—6,6] for which
1 2 ~2 (r(k)—y(k))2 takes its worst case value, only the vertice set
()a,b l\1—(a—bXFB)q” ,) = ~min,bmin,±6),(amax,bmin,±ô), J’ (20)
i~ mm’ max’ — ~ max’ —
where a geometric series and the whiteness of the noise have
been used repeatedly to rewrite the mathematical expectation
of the term Y2.
By the use of joint distribution pab(a,b). cost (16) can
be expressed as a complex function of the controller
parameters XFF and XFB which approaches infinity when
feedback constant XFB approaches its instability bounds
defined by (8), as was expected. Hence, the feedback
constant minimizing cost (16) will not cause instability of
the controlled system.
Unfortunately, the optimal controller parameters
corresponding to cost (16) which follow from
aJ,~. =OA =0 (17)
aXFB ~~XFF
are difficult to obtain analytically. By the use of numerical
algorithms it was found that the optimal controller
parameters equal
XFB,C°.2S~ X~Fc=0.35. (18)
Because feedback constant X~FB,c (18) is an element of the
set X~, it combines with process (1) to a stable closed loop
system for all (a,b)e ~. Nevertheless, the need for numerical
of the parameter space g~ needs to be verified. Hence, by the
use of definitions (15), robust cost (19) can be written as
J~max{R2_2Ry+y2}. (21)
In contrast with cautious control, the cross-term RY in robust
cost (21) is not zero.
To simplify the case considered, and for comparison with
cautious control, also here the reference signal is set to
r(k) = I Vk. It is shown in the appendix that for a stable
feedback constant according to (8), this robust cost can be
written as
(22)
(23)
of the robust
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One-Step-ahead Variance (9) by the unconditional or infinite
horizon variance which for a stable closed loop system can
be written as
= E{E{(r(k)_y(k))2}}
a,b e
= E{(r(k)_H~(q1)r(k)_H~(q1)e(k))2}
= E {R2_2RY÷Y2}
a,b,c
= E {~~}—~ E {RY}+ E {y2}
a,b,e a.b.c a,b,e
where
R (1_Hr(q~’))r(k)=11_ ~FF~1 _i]r(k)~
~ 1-(a-b~~~)q
e(k)
1—(a—b~~~)q1~
Because the mean of the noise equals E{e(k)} = =0, the
mathematical expectation of the cross term RY is zero. For
simplicity the reference signal is taken r(k) = 1 Vk. Then
cautious cost (14) can be written as
= E{R~}+ E{y2} E 11— ~FFq’ 2
a,b a,b a,b ~
2
+E~
a,b
where a geometric series and the whiteness of the noise have
been used repeatedly to rewrite the mathematical expectation
of the term Y2.
By the use of joint distribution Pab@,~ cost (16) can
be expressed as a complex function of the controller
parameters XFF and XFB which approaches infinity when
feedback constant XFB approaches its instability bounds
defined by (8), as was expected. Hence, the feedback
constant minimizing cost (16) will not cause instability of
the controlled system.
Unfortunately, the optimal controller parameters
corresponding to cost (16) which follow from
=OA =0
aXFB dXFF
are difficult to obtain analytically. By the use of numerical
algorithms it was found that the optimal controller
parameters equal
X~FB,C 0.25, X~FF,C 0.35
minimization of cost (16) may impede the use of this type of
cautious control in situations where the design has to be fast,
like in adaptive control. Therefore in Section 4.4 the One-
Step-Ahead cautious cost (10) is used with extra percautions.
3 SIMPLE NEW ROBUST CONTROL
Modern robust controllers [1], [2] are more complex than
needed for this purpose. Therefore a simple new robust
controller was derived. In contrast to the stochastic process
uncertainty model in cautious control, for robust control
design the uncertainty is modelled as parametric, structured
and deterministic [1]. As also here the exact values of
parameters a and b are unknown, the cost functional J~,
according to (9) cannot be expressed as a function of
controller parameters XFF and XFB• In robust control, One
(15) Step-Ahead variance (9) is replaced by a worst case cost
over the uncertain parameters and over the disturbance. For
comparison with cautious control, an infinite horizon robust
cost similar to infinite horizon cautious cost (14) is
considered:
max {(r(k)_y(k))2}.(a,b)Ep,c(k)e[—b,c3}
Similar to a proof in [6] it can be shown [7] that to
determine the values (a,b) ~ p and e(k) E [—6,6] for which
(r(k) — y(k))2 takes its worst case value, only the vertice set
(16) 1~a b ~ (a b +6
mm’ nun’— ‘~ max’ mm’—
• b +~5~(n b +6
~‘ mm’ max’ — “~max’ max’ —
of the parameter space p needs to be verified. Hence, by the
use of definitions (15), robust cost (19) can be written as
J~ max{R2_2Ry+y2}.
In contrast with cautious control, the cross-term RY in robust
cost (21) is not zero.
To simplify the case considered, and for comparison with
cautious control, also here the reference signal is set to
r(k) = 1 Vk. It is shown in the appendix that for a stable
feedback constant according to (8), this robust cost can be
written as
bXFF I I
max 62 I
1- l-(a-~FB)) L,
— aE[arnjn ,am~ 1, ± + 2 I
be(bmjn ,bm~] 1 — ~ci I (i — jc1j) j
where
c1a—~FB, c2=2( ~FF ~
I—a+bXFB )~
It follows from a plot of (22) as a function of the robust
feedback constant that its optimum equals
— amin +amax = 0.21,
XFB,R —
bmin + bmax
(19)
(20)
(21)
___________ On the other hand, the average performance of the
(24)
robustly controlled process, found by substitution of robust
controller parameters (24) and (25) into cautious cost (16), is
which is a function of the parameter bounds only. As robust
feedback constant XFB,R (24) is an element of set X~ (8), it J~(XFB,R °~21’XFF,R 0.30) 2910~, (30)
is guaranteed that the robustly controlled process (1) is
which is about 1.4 times as high as the average cost (27) ofstable for all parameters (a,b) e the cautious controlled process. Thus, because both designs
Similarly, the optimal robust feedforward constant is lower each others performance, a trade-off between average
obtained as a complicated expression of the parameter and worst case performance should be obtained by
bounds. Substitution of these bounds yields combining cautious and robust control.
XFF,R°~30~ (25)
4.2 Requirements for new method
A similar prcedure appeared feasible fth a second-order The results from the previous sections motivate some
process. For time-varying reference signal r(k), requirements for a combination of cautious and robust
minimization of infinite horizon robust cost (19) is time- control:
consuming. Therefore it could be replaced by the One-Step- • The new controller must combine with the process to a
Ahead robust cost stable system,
• As use of more process knowledge in the design of a
= max {(r(k +1)—y(k +1~y(k))2}. (26) controller will result in a better performance of the
(a,b)ap,e(k)e[—6,6]
closed loop system, a new cost must take into account
Then stability cannot be guaranteed for an unconstrained the bounds as well as the statistics of the unknown
control signal, but may be forced [8] by a suitable control parameters and of the disturbance e(k),
constraint. It is expected that a controller based on the combined
cautious and robust cost will improve the worst case
performance of the controlled system compared to cautious4 COMBINED CAUTIOUS AND ROBUST control, and will improve the average performance compared
CONTROL to robust control.
4.1 Drawbacks of cautious and robust control 4.3 Weighted Robust and Cautious (WRC) cost
Because the cautious controller is based on the average The most simple and intuitive way to combine the
cost with respect to the uncertain parameters a, b and the properties of cautious and robust control into one cost is the
noise, cautious control results in a good average weighted sum
performance of the controlled system. The average cost of
JwRc=(l—?7)Jc+?1JR (31)the cautiously controlled system is found by substitution of
cautious controller parameters (18) into cautious cost (16) to where ~ e[0,lj is a weighting factor. This cost is referred to
be as the Weighted Robust and Cautious (WRC) cost. The value
Co Co
~ XFB,c °~25’XFF,C = 0.35) 21•1O—~. (27) of the weighting factor determines whether the cautious
-, 0) or robust (i~ -~ 1) properties dominate the
The maximal worst case cost of the robustly controlled performance of the closed loop system.
process is obtained by substitution of robust controller Because the cautious and robust costs considered in this
parameters (24) and (25) into robust cost (22) paper have unique minima, and because WRC cost (31) is a
linear combination of both costs, the optimal WRC feedback
~ co(
max~JR XFB,R °~21’XFF,R 0.30)}=0.33. (28) constant is an element of the space spanned by the cautious
a.b,c and the robust feedback constants:
As was expected, the woi~st case cost is considerably larger
XFB,WRC E(XFB,C,XFB,R)’than the average cost. (32)
Although the cautiously controlled process yields a good XFF,WRC e (XFF,C’XFF,R).
average performance, the maximal worst case cost of the
cautiously controlled process, obtained by substitution of Because the cautious and robust one-step-ahead costs
cautious controller parameters (18) into robust cost (22), is (10) and 4 (26) are defined under the condition that y(k) is
max{J~(XFBc =°~25’XFFC =o.35)}=18, (29) known, the controller parameters XFF and XFB depend on
a,b,c y(k) and hence the controller becomes nonlinear. To prevent
this, the WRC cost should be composed of the infinite
which is 54 times as high as the maximal worst case cost horizon cautious cost (16) and robust cost (12), yielding
(28) of the robustly controlled process.
~WRC =(l—i~)J~ +~iJ~~ (33)
(17)
(18)
Because feedback constant XCoFB,c (18) is an element of the
set X~, it combines with process (1) to a stable closed loop
system for all (a,b)E p. Nevertheless, the need for numerical
(22)
(23)
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Like cautious cost (16), WRC cost (33) is too complicated to
derive the corresponding controller parameters analytically.
Therefore, the optimal feedback and feedforward constant
were determined numerically with the weighting factor
arbitrarily set to ~ = 1/20, yielding
X~FB,WRC~J 0.22, X~FF,WRC~ ~ 0.31. (34)
The maximal worst case cost of the WRC controlled process
is found by substitution of controller parameters (34) into
robust cost (22), yielding
‘R~(X~FB,WRC = 0.22,x~F WRC = 0,31) ~0.45.
Hence, compared to the maximal worst case cost 18 for the
cautiously controlled process (29), WRC control yields
better worst case performance. The average cost of the WRC
controlled process is found by substitution of controller
parameters (34) into cautious cost function (17), yielding
oof —3
~CkXFB,WRC °~22’XFF,WRC =0.31j=28~10 , (36)
which is slightly better than the average cost 29 ~ for
the robustly controlled process (30).
Because the weighting factor ~ in the WRC cost is
difficult to choose according to the specifications of the
controlled system, it can best be tuned by trial and error.
4.4 Conditionally Robust Cautious (CRC) cost
An elegant and practical combination of cautious and
robust cost originates from problems like positioning an
object within the range of a TV camera or tracking of a seam
in welding. In both cases, the deviation of the position from
a desired one should be within an acceptable range, whereas
the average distance to the center should be minimal.
This can be obtained by minimizing the cautious cost
under the condition of acceptable worst case cost ‘A related
to the acceptable range, yielding the Conditionally Robust
Cautious (CRC) control cost
‘CRC ‘d’R ~
A controller which minimizes the CRC cost can be found
only if the acceptable worst case cost ‘A is larger than the
minimal worst case cost for the robustly controlled process,
‘A ~ JR(XFB,R’XFF,R).
If this condition is not fullfihled, either the acceptable worst
case cost ‘A must be increased, or the minimal worst case,
cost must be decreased. This latter option is achieved by
more accurate estimation of the process parameter bounds,
e.g.suboptimally for robust control [9].
The derivation of a controller minimizing CRC cost (37)
is divided into two steps:
Step 1: Calculate the acceptable controller space XA
XA = {(XFB’XFF) E R x ≤ (38)
containing controller parameters which imply a controlled
system with worst case cost smaller than the acceptable
worst case cost ‘A~ -
Step 2: From the non-empty acceptable controller set XA,
the controller parameters XFB,cRC and XFF,CRC are selected
which yield the lowest average cost. -
For the example with two controller parameters, the costs
(35) would be a function of both. For a simple illustration, the
regulator case (r(k) = 0 Vk) is considered so that only XFB
plays a role. Then the optimal CRC feedback constant can be
constructed from a simple 2D graph like figure 2.
cost J~ (10) as a function offeedback constant, with
acceptable worst case cost arbitrarily set to ‘A = 0.4
Figure 2 shows that from the two intersection points of
(37) acceptable cost ‘A with robust cost J~’, acceptable
controller set XA follows. Because in this case cautious
feedback constant X~B,C minimizing cautious cost J~. is not
an element of set XA, applying X~B,c to the process would
yield an unacceptable worst case cost and should not be
(38) applied to the process. In this case controller ZFB,2 yields
the lowest cautious cost for XFB E XA. Hence, XFB,2 is the
optimal CRC feedback constant. Then the worst case cost
equals ‘A~ When cautious feedback constant X1FB,c would
be an element of the acceptable controller set XA, the
optimal CRC controller would be X1FB,c. In the latter case
the worst case cost is lower than the acceptable worst case
cost ‘A’ and thus also the best average performance is
obtained.
XFB,CRC
Figure 2: Robust cost .J~ (22), One-Step-Ahead cautious
or
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Like cautious cost (16), WRC cost (33) is too complicated to
derive the corresponding controller parameters analytically.
Therefore, the optimal feedback and feedforward constant
were determined numerically with the weighting factor
arbitrarily set to 17 = 1/20, yielding
XFB,WRCJJ 0.22, X~FF,WRC! ~ 0.31.
The maximal worst case cost of the WRC controlled process
is found by substitution of controller parameters (34) into
robust cost (22), yielding
J~(X~B,WRC = 0.22,XFWRC = 0.31) ~0.45.
Hence, compared to the maximal worst case cost 18 for the
cautiously controlled process (29), WRC control yields
better worst case performance. The average cost of the WRC
controlled process is found by substitution of controller
parameters (34) into cautious cost function (17), yielding
co/ —3
‘c~.XFB,wRc=0.22,xFFwRc=0.31)=28.l0 , (36)
which is slightly better than the average cost 29 ~ for
the robustly controlled process (30).
Because the weighting factor i~ in the WRC cost is
difficult to choose according to the specifications of the
controlled system, it can best be tuned by trial and error.
4.4 Conditionally Robust Cautious (CRC) cost
An elegant and practical combination of cautious and
robust cost originates from problems like positioning an
object within the range of a TV camera or tracking of a seam
in welding. In both cases, the deviation of the position from
a desired one should be within an acceptable range, whereas
the average distance to the center should be minimal.
This can be obtained by minimizing the cautious cost J~.
under the condition of acceptable worst case cost ‘A related
to the acceptable range, yielding the Conditionally Robust
Cautious (CRC) control cost
‘CRC = ~CI’R ~ ‘A~
A controller which minimizes the CRC cost can be found
only if the acceptable worst case cost ‘A is larger than the
minimal worst case cost for the robustly controlled process,
or
‘A ~ JR(XFB,R,XFF,R).
If this condition is not fullfilled, either the acceptable worst
case cost ‘A must be increased, or the minimal worst case,
cost must be decreased. This latter option is achieved by
more accurate estimation of the process parameter bounds,
e.g.suboptimajly for robust control [9].
The derivation of a controller minimizing CRC cost (37)
is divided into two steps:
Step 1: Calculate the acceptable controller space XA
XA {(XFB,XFF)ERXRIJR ~JA} (38)
containing controller parameters which imply a controlled
system with worst case cost smaller than the acceptable
worst case cost
(34) Step 2: From the non-empty acceptable controller set XA,
the controller parameters XFB,CRC and XFF,CRC are selected
which yield the lowest average cost.
For the example with two controller parameters, the costs
(35) would be a function of both. For a simple illustration, the
regulator case (r(k) = 0 Vk) is considered so that only XFB
plays a role. Then the optimal CRC feedback constant can be
constructed from a simple 2D graph like figure 2.
Figure 2 shows that from the two intersection points of
(37) acceptable cost ~A with robust cost .J~, acceptable
controller set XA follows. Because in this case cautious
feedback constant X~-B,C minimizing cautious cost J~’ is not
an element of set XA, applying X~’B,C to the process would
yield an unacceptable worst case cost and should not be
(38) applied to the process. In this case controller ZFB,2 yields
the lowest cautious cost for XFB ~ X~. Hence, XFB,2 is the
optimal CRC feedback constant. Then the worst case cost
equals .J,4. When cautious feedback constant X1FB,C would
be an element of the acceptable controller set XA, the
optimal CRC controller would be X1FB,c. In the latter case
the worst case cost is lower than the acceptable worst case
cost ‘A, and thus also the best average performance is
obtained.
This example shows that although the cautious controller
derived from the One-Step-Ahead cautious cost (10) can not
be guaranteed to result in a stable controlled system, it can
be used in the CRC cost without the risk of yielding an
unstable CRC feedback constant. For the case r(k) lVk,
the feedforward constant can be selected similarly.
The CRC can be considered as a performance motivated
relaxation of the worst-case cost yielding design freedom
used here to minimize the cautious cost. In adaptive robust
control, this freedom can be used to optimize the average
pole location [5] or process identification [6], [81.
5 CONCLUSIONS
This paper first shows that the design of a cautious
controller for a stable closed ioop system should be based on
a control cost which is infinite on the bounds of the stable
controller space X~ of the feedback constant XFB- Because
for such a control cost the derivation of the cautious
feedback constant tends to become complicated, it was
shown that use can be made of the stability of the process for
all bounded parameters (a,b) a go controlled by the newly
developed robust controller.
The difficulties to derive the analytical expression of the
controller minimizing the Weighted Robust and Cautious
cost and to tune the weighting factor on the basis of the
specifications of the controlled system make the WRC
control cost inattractive for use.
In contrast, a controller designed on the basis of a
Conditionally Robust Cautious cost yields a controlled
system with a worst case cost not exceeding a predefined
acceptable maximal worst case cost, whereas the average
performance of the system is optimized if this does not
conflict with the predefin~d acceptable worst case cost. The
Conditionally Robust Cautious cost can even be based on the
simple One-Step-Ahead cautious cost without the risk of an
unstable closed ioop system.
of J are positive and maximal. This can be achieved for
the noise e(k-i) when
if c1 >0 and c2 >0, e(k—i)6, Vi
Ie(k—i)—ô, for i=odd
if c1 <0 and c2 > 0~ ~(k — j) = O, for j = even
Ie(k—i)——ó, for ioddif c1 <0 and c2 <0, 1~e(k — j) —6, for j even
if c1 >0 and c~, <0, e(k—i)——6, Vi
Then because all terms of .J~ are positive, the robust cost
can be written as
4 = max — FF
a,bEp 1 —(a ~FB)J +oIc2j~IciI~1=0
+62[EIciIi ~2 }
which by the use of a geometric series can be written as (24).
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XFB,CRC
Figure 2: Robust cost J~ (22), One-Step-Ahead cautious
cost .J,!-~ (10) as afunction offeedback constant, with
acceptable worst case cost arbitrarily set to ‘A = 0.4
APPENDIX
By the use of r(k ) = 1 ~o’k, by the expansion in a
geometric series for stable closed ioop systems, and by
definitions (15), robust cost (21) can be written as
4 max~11— ~FF ~2 +c2Ec{e(k—i)
‘V ~ l—(a—b~FB)) 1=0
2
+[2c~e(k_i)~ }‘
where c1 and c~, are defined by (23). This cost consists of
positive terms of the form c~me2u1(k — i). Therefore, 4 is
maximal if parameters a and b and noise e(k-i) can be
chosen from vertice set ‘V defined by (20) such that all terms
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